
Find the OCTOGONE UNKNOWN … 
 

Here you are in his day  

Walk according to the itinerary told by a friend  

Your goal: 

Find the OCTOGONE UNKNOWN and say what 

the consequences of his actions are still today 

You’re going to earn your team points: 

Send your photos and answers to questions 

as you travel to the address 

 

mbsjeuvert@gmail.com 

 
Total count on 140 points 

      9 Steps - 90 Points - At each stage, 10 points 

The team's photo - 3 points + 2 questions - 7 points 

        An answer to the final stage - 50 points 

   Responses are counted for 120 minutes, from the top start 

Will you be the best 

team? 
If you are lost, a HOT LINE 

phone number: 06 19 86 29 17 
 

 

The starting point of your journey 

is:  

Chapel of the Penitents  

Jacques Coeur Street                                      

mailto:mbsjeuvert@gmail.com


The story of a friend, Raymond V.: 

"My friend, the mystery person, and I, leave the Chapelle Sainte-

Foy, on the Rue Jacques Cœur, which has been the home of the 

Brotherhood of the White Penitents of Montpellier since the 

end of Louis XIII’s siege handed the city over to the Catholics... it 

was, a long time ago, in 1623, I think... Since then, this beautiful 

chapel has been renovated. We, lay people, work together: 

There is so much suffering to relieve in the city! We admire, as 

always, the arch that connects the chapel to the former Hôtel de 

Jacques Cœur, which became the Hôtel des Trésoriers de 

France...  

(The Treasurers of France were in charge of the royal estates in 

the region. Remodelled several times, notably with the city’s 

most imposing steps, this Hôtel [townhouse], listed as an 

historical monument, today houses the Musée Languedocien.  

Unless stated otherwise, all street names cited in the text are 

contemporary ones) 

 

Action 1 Photo of the façade of the Church of the White 

Penitents, with your group 

Question1 In Montpellier, penitents today have a specificity 

of action: which one?   

Question1bis The Hotel of the Treasurers of France was 

built by Jacques Coeur; What else did he build 

in Montpellier: 

A: The Architects' Lodge  

B: The Merchants' Lodge 

C: The Doctors' Lodge   



We head off towards the Rue 

de la Loge, which was gilded 

in the Middle Ages because of 

the influx of jewellers, and 

then branch off to the 

left, (before the Place Jean 

Jaurès) into the small Rue de 

la Vieille, then via the Rue 

Saint Ravy, we arrive at the 

Rue des Trésoriers-de-la-

Bourse: There, at No. 4, the so-called Treasurers built a 

magnificent property, the Hôtel de Rodez-de-Benavent, the 

largest in the city, between a courtyard and a garden: There is 

an open monumental staircase with 4 spirals... and theatrical 

performances are given in the orangery at the bottom of the 

large garden... A few days ago, there was a concert with music 

by Johann Sebastian Bach. My friend would like to see the same 

thing built on the Rue Engondeau, where he lives! It was after 

this very long war of the last century, between us and the 

Reformed Church, namely the Protestants, that the city was in 

"tatters"... Not much left of the Medieval houses!  

 

As a result, the Ecusson district and its tiny streets have been a 

building site for decades... it was a real renaissance! Especially 

since there was prosperity again! Under the old King Louis, 

Montpellier became the headquarters of the Intendance du 

Languedoc, therefore the administrative capital of a vast 

province. If we add the Royal Officers of the Court of Auditors 

and the Military Governor, we understand the new wealth of 

lawyers and clerics and local administrators... and why it is now 

so pleasant to walk from townhouse to townhouse, each one 



individual and more sumptuous than the next! Ah, Pride when 

you have hold of us! 

My friend suggests I have a look around it, he who until now 

has devoted his entire life to study, who would, now that he is 

better known, like to have somewhere nicer to live!  

 

Passing through the Rue du Bras de 

fer, here we are in the Rue de la 

Friperie, at No. 5, the Hôtel de la 

Famille Montcalm... belonging to the 

travelling Marquis... 

 

(Several decades later, the Marquis de 

Montcalm would distinguish himself in 

the battle with the English at Quebec... 

and we would lose Canada!) 

 

 

Action 2 Action 2 Photo of the facade of the Hôtel de 

Montcalm, with you 

Question 2 Why is Montpellier called the crest ?   

Question 2 bis "A crow perched on a root of the heather 

drinks the water of the Molière fountain"? Who, these 17th-

century writers, could have met? 

A: François-Marie Arouet says Voltaire 

B: Denis Diderot 

C: Jean-Jacques Rousseau 

      

"We come out onto the Rue Saint Guilhem which we go down: 

At No. 31 is the Hôtel de Castries... a pretty door, a pretty 

courtyard: Queen Anne of Austria stayed there with... maybe... 

Mazarin, who was in Montpellier at the same time! At No. 35, 



the Hôtel de Ricard: The Court of Auditors pays off! This pays 

for the shell-detailed pediment... and the creation of the first 

opera house in Montpellier! My friend, who has, for 20 years, 

been dealing with everything else, more intellectual... finally, 

more physical... is surprised by it!  

Returning to Montpellier 15 years ago after 5 years spent 

polishing his skills in Paris, he has been so busy that he has not 

really looked at the beauty of this city... Here we are, at No. 43, 

the all new Hôtel de Campan...  

We turn right on the Medieval Rue de la 

Rochelle, then via the Rue Terral, and go up 

towards the Sainte Anne district: From the 

eleventh century, this district grew around 

the church, first named after Saint Firmin, 

then after Saint Anne: half destroyed in the 

last century, it has recently been beautifully 

refurbished... 

 

(The church was rebuilt again in 1869 in neo-Gothic style, with a 

69-metre-high bell tower, visible from afar, renamed Eglise 

Sainte Anne and then Carré Sainte Anne: inside, three naves are 

separated by fine columns twelve metres high. Today, it is used 

for contemporary art exhibitions: Please have a quick look at the 

current exhibition... This very lively district is nicknamed "little 

Montmartre")  

We take the Rue du Petit Scel (today it is there, in the 

Papadoble bar, that you can enjoy a famous cocktail: the casse-

noisette [nutcracker], which won the World Championship a few 

years ago!) where voluntary jurisdiction represents a flexible and 

rapid form of justice that is conducive to economic activity and 

trade expansion and via the Rue Saint Firmin, and here we are at 

Les Halles (today called the Place Castellane). 



Ha! What a crowd… and what a smell! There is local produce 

there: especially bread and cakes and fish, poultry, eggs, 

vegetables,... but also a lot of craft items: Indiennes [printed 

fabrics], cottons, wool blankets, leather... and a lot of goods, 

brought in via the Canal des Deux-Mers or the recently 

completed Canal du Midi... and all under a still burning sun! One 

day, this market was to be covered and enclosed... 

(This would be done by Marshal Castellane in 1869, based on 

the model of Les Halles Baltard in Paris, with a metallic structure 

supported by four stone corners. It is renovated and classified 

as a historical monument in 2001) 

 

Action 3 Photo of the Castellane Halles, with you 

Question 3 What corporation were the crepiniers, the treads 

and the linens? 

Question 3bis What is vegetable "intruder" in the Middle 

Ages: 

A: Leek 

B: bean 

C: cabbage 

 

We go north, cross the Place, then on the left we can see the 

Hôtel de la Comtesse de Ganges (Today, the Place des Martyrs 

de la résistance where the Prefecture is located, then the Place 

Chabaneau: the Hôtel de Ganges is the left part of the 

Prefecture)  

that Cardinal de Bondi, the President of the States of 

Languedoc, had built for his belle, Jeanne de Gévaudan... 

sending her husband, the Comte de Ganges, to the Government 

of Carcassonne... At her home, the Dom Pérignon flowed and all 

Montpellier hurried there!  



And let’s continue towards the Rue de 

la Vieille Intendance to admire, at No. 

9, the Hôtel de la Vieille Intendance, 

typical of the architecture of the last 

century: straight staircase with 

alternative handrails, beautiful arched 

dormers... 

(In this house, the philosopher Auguste Comte and the writer 

and poet from Sète, Paul Valery, would stay much later on) 

And here we are on the pretty Place de la Canourgue: 

Fortunately, Richelieu, preferring to renovate the badly 

damaged Cathédrale Saint Pierre, stopped the work on the new 

cathedral, intended for this site... otherwise we wouldn’t be able 

to wander through such a charming place! Did you know that in 

our time, this is the only walk inside the city?! At the corner of 

the Place, towards the Rue du Vestiaire, stands the beautiful 

Hôtel Richer de Belleval, built on the former site of the 1st 

Château des Guilhems, the 1st dynasty to have power in 

Montpellier; we admire the atlantes supporting the balcony of 

the facade.  

To the south, at the corner of the Rue du Palais-des-Guilhems, 

stands the Hôtel de Sarret, the home of the King’s Advisor in 

the Court of Auditors: A companion [craft apprentice] of the 

Tour de France, surely a stonemason, carefully studied the 

wonderful stereotomy of the asymmetric squinch of the Hôtel’s 

corner... Even if the time of the cathedrals is gone, the art of 

building is still a science...  

 

Action 4  Photo of the trunk  

Question 4 This trumpet is a companionic "remark": who 

are the Companions of the Tour de France?  



Question 4bis Richelieu has stopped the construction of the 

new cathedral on the square: 

A: because he did not want to give money to a city that had 

supported the Protestant Reformers 

B: because the budget was far too high 

C: because there have been strong embezzlement of money 

by the bishop's friends 

 

We head to the Cathedral, a remnant of the Middle Ages, then 

on the left, the Rue de l’Ecole de Médecine. My friend, your 

mystery person, absolutely wants to take time to stop at the 

Couvent Saint Benoit [Convent of St. Benedict], which became 

the headquarters of the Episcopate... There, the illustrious have 

preceded us: Rabelais, 

Nostradamus, Rondelet... 

Montpellier is the capital of medical 

teaching, which enjoys great 

prestige, with the reputation of 

having inherited the knowledge of 

the Andalusians and which 

welcomes students from all over Europe. Did you know that 

Guillaume Rondelet, a great lover of botany, natural history and 

anatomy, did not hesitate to dissect his wife and his sister-in 

law... in the interests of scientific progress... Rabelais did the 

same with the body of a convict, in public! Yet, most of the 

treatments prescribed by doctors involved the practice of 

bloodletting and purging! 

 

(Today, this monument is the Faculté de Médecine [Faculty of 

Medicine], transformed in the eighteenth century by the 

architect Giral, building the bridge that would be the main 



entrance; in 1864, bronze statues by Lapeyronie and Barthez 

were installed; listed as an Historical monument since 2004). 

 

Action 5 Photo of the medical school, with your group 

Question 5 What is the diameter of the pillars of the 

cathedral? 

Question 5bis Who was the Bishop of Montpellier at the 

time of the story: 

A: François du Bosquet 

B: Raymond de Durfort 

C: Charles-Joachim Colbert de Croissy 

 

We come down, passing alongside the moat, as far as the Tour, 

one of the two surviving towers of the Medieval ramparts, the 

"Commune clôture".  

(In 1778, the ramparts’ moats were filled in to form two avenues 

going up to Le Peyrou: The Boulevard Henri IV and the 

Boulevard Ledru-Rollin) 

 

On the left, the Jardin des Plantes, 

so dear to our colleague Pierre 

Richer de Belleval: Imagine, 30 

years after its creation, granted by 

King Henri IV, the garden was 

severely damaged when King 

Louis XIII’s troops paraded there 

during the siege of the city that 

lasted 50 days!  

 

So, Pierre, a medical doctor, who managed the chair of anatomy 

and botany, rebuilt it with his own money: 2,000 plant species 

found in his trips to Italy and the Alps! The first environmentalist 



in history! Don’t smile: it is not so common in our time... when 

Messrs Newton and Galileo had so much to do to demonstrate 

their scientific revolutions to us! 

 

Action 6 Photo of Boulevard Henri IV, with you 

 Question 6 Name for the tree planted for the first time in 

France in this garden? 

Question 6bis At its creation, the garden of plants did not 

include: 

A: The Martins Greenhouse 

B: The maze and its false cave 

C: The vegetable garden 

 

... that's it: here we are: The twelfth-century tower, built by 

Guilhem VI, recently called the "Tour des Pins"... which today is a 

house. Why "des Pins"? Surprisingly, trees grew at the top of the 

tower... and the legend says: "If the 

pines die, the city will be destroyed!" 

Fortunately, the two Cypress trees seem 

to be doing well! 

 

(The Tour des Pins, after having been a 

prison, then a convent, now houses the 

Association des Barons de Caravètes 

and the Compagnie de musique 

folklorique [folk music company] La 

Garriga) 

 

Action 7 Photo of the Tower of Pines, with you   

Question 7 Who predicted the end of Montpellier at the 

death of the pine trees? 



Question 7bisWhat are the conditions today to be "Baron of 

Caravètes"? 

A: Being a man, eldest, being the 2nd generation born in 

Montpellier 

B: Being a man, being the 3rd generation born in 

Montpellier 

C: Being of the 2nd generation born in Montpellier 

 

My friend, your "mystery person", would like to push on as far 

as the Hôpital Général [General Hospital], which is still being 

built... by the order of King Louis. We, who practise at the Hôtel 

Dieu-Saint Eloi, are curious to see the facilities for the sick; my 

friend is a member of the Confrérie de Saint Côme et de Saint 

Damien [Brotherhood of St. Cosmas and St. Damian], which 

distinguished the so-called "long-robed" surgeons who were 

lettered and took an examination in front of their peers before 

practising, from the so-called "short-robed" surgeons or 

barbers, who were only given minor operations to perform. He 

would really like to have their status recognised by the Faculty 

of Medicine! Me, who am a 

doctor, I find this very fair!  

(Of the Hôpital Général, now the 

Hôpital Saint Charles, today 

there only remains the listed 

facade and the Chapelle Saint 

Charles on Place Albert I) 

 

I prefer not to go there and 

after having gone back up past 

the Cathedral... via the Rue Cardinal de Cabrières, we turn left by 

the Rue Vieille Corraterie or Saint Germain, the Rue Pradel and 

the Rue du Four Saint Eloi (Present street names; on the way, 



admire the pretty Place de Candolle, which is very nice on 

summer evenings). 

 

We reach the Rue de la Blanquerie: We feel at home: in fact, our 

Hôtel-Dieu was established (at No. 31) some time ago in the 

former Collège des arts or the "Ecole Mage" 

(The Rue de la Blanquerie would later become the Rue du Bout-

du-Mont, and then the Rue du Bout-du-monde,before 

becoming the Rue de l’Université, when the three Universities - 

Law, Humanities, Science – would be grouped together 400 

years later; today, the local education authority can be found 

here)  

 

Action 8 Photo of you in front of the façade of this famous 

house  

Question 8 Why was this street called "Blanquerie"? 

Question 8bis In the Middle Ages, what was called the 

"College of the Arts": 

A: The Conservatory of Music 

B: The Conservatory of Plastic Arts 

C: The Faculty of Letters 

No work, today... let’s continue our journey through the Rue 

Expert and the Rue du Calvaire to join the Rue de l’Ecole de 

Médecine (Rue de l’Université carved in the stone). There, to our 

right, you can admire the Eglise Saint Mathieu, then a little 

further, the Collège de Mende or "Collège des Douze 

Médecins". With the Collège de Girone which is opposite, they 

are the city’s two medical schools. Retracing our steps, to our 

left, is the Collège Royal: The University of Medicine moved 

there during the last century... (Today, this is where you can find 

the "La Panacée" cultural space dedicated to contemporary art 



+ artists' residence and university accommodation for the lucky 

students! Feel free to take a look at the lovely garden)  

We turn right because we cannot miss the most aristocratic of 

streets, the Rue du Cannau:  

Full of beautiful architectural models of our time, the 

seventeenth century: (at No. 8) the Hôtel Deydé (triangular 

pediment), built by the architect Levesville and purchased by 

another famous architect, D'Aviler 

(father of the Porte du 

Peyrou)... (At n 6), the Hôtel de 

Baulac (interior courtyard with 

columns), (at No. 3), the Hôtel 

d’Avèze (peristyle with 

columns), (At No. 1) the Hôtel de 

Roquemaure (Corinthian pilasters 

and roof decorated with scrolls)..., Our era is definitely changing: 

These fine mansions go hand in hand with a new refinement in 

the art of living and eating... Decorated earthenware individual 

plates, forks, knives... This will mean a lot less epidemics! 

Action 9 Photo of the pediment of the Royal Society of 

Sciences Hotel 

Question 9 Where does the name "mascarons" come from 

for figures carved on facades? 

Question 9bisA this time, who was the "keyboardist": 

A: The Treasurer of the Consulate of 

Montpellier 

B: The Concierge of City Hall 

C: The bell ringer of Notre Dame des 

Tables 
 

Via the Rue de la Carbonnerie, we take 



the Rue de l'Aiguillerie: My friend is looking for a place to house 

our Royal Society of Sciences, of which he is the founder and 

the loyal leader... He would be happy to see a globe and 

measurement tools on the pediment of a nice building... 

perhaps next to the Hôtel de Planque (at No. 25), beautifully 

decorated with mascarons where faces symbolise the dawn, day, 

dusk and night.  

(This Hôtel de la Société royale des Sciences would be built in 

1776 at No. 31). 

 

But will there be enough time to complete this project? Already, 

its fame is so great that it might be called under other skies! The 

Marquis de Vizani who did a considerable amount of work for 

Pope Clement XI, suffered 

for over 15 years from necrotising osteitis of the frontal and left 

parietal which kept spreading; his head was prodigiously 

swollen, he experienced severe pain and was drowsy and 

delirious. He came to place himself in the care of my friend who 

healed him by removing most of the frontal bone and the 

bones of the root of the nose. The loss of substance was hidden 

by a silver prosthetic painted in a facial colour and which 

imitated a natural brow! Since then, the Marquis lived without 

any problems... The Pope elevated the surgeon to the honour of 

the Ordre de l’Eperon [Order of the Spur] and presented him 

with a gold medal.  

The Great King himself, knowing of this feat, could even call on 

him in Paris! He had to perform his medicine... and for sure: he 

would receive all the honours and distinctions! As he was the 

best, he would be the king of his discipline... it was so important 

to him that doctors and surgeons be on an equal footing! Here, 

we would call him "Associate member, veteran for life" of the 

Society of Sciences... 



Him, the humanist, who would tell the King on a battlefield: 

"See what it costs us to win victories: the blood of our enemies 

is always the blood of men; the real victory is to spare them" 

         

 

Continuing north, still in the Rue de l’Aguillerie, we cross the 

Place where the Chapelle des Jésuites [Jesuits’ chapel] is located 

(currently this is the Eglise Notre Dame des Tables, built in 1740, 

with a traditional Latin cross layout) and after, we immediately 

turn into the Rue des Ecoles centrales, coming out onto the Rue 

Salle l’Evêque: There again, superb townhouses are being 

built; among them, one of the most beautiful of them is being 

completed, the Hôtel de Graves, (At No. 5), the Palace of 

Bishops of Maguelone. 

(Today, it houses the Regional 

Cultural Affairs Department: Please 

take a look 

inside) 

 

 

 

We finish our walk there... All these 

buildings of our time are a real revival of 

the city, following the path of the alleys 

inherited from the Middle Ages... Therefore, 

the most beautiful is not outside but inside: behind the facades 

are the inner courtyards richly decorated with, for a centrepiece, 

the grand staircase that gives access to the beautiful state 

rooms on the 1st floor: you must go up to find the light!" 

 

 

 



Action 10         Photo of your group 

 

Question 10     Who is the OCTOGONE UNKNOWN? 

                            

Question 10bis What has it implemented? What's 

left? 

 

 

Will you be the most insightful team? 

 

 

 

 

 


